BIDEN & HARRIS BOTH DISQUALIFIED THEMSELVES FROM BEING ON THE PRESIDENTIAL BALLOT
Commentary: A. S. Colesanti, Counter Insurgency Studies & Observations Group (COINSOG), 05DEC20
As claims of election fraud became headline news, another clear and present danger goes unreported,
rumors of civil war or perhaps revolution is occurring all across America> There is one common
denominator in all the unrest, “Qualified Immunity” which SCOTUS unlawfully and unconstitutionally
created out of thin air, which gives force and effect to arbitrary government, its usurpations and the
military pacification of segments of the American civilian population.
Best estimates, 30% of the civilian population stands ready, too oppose arbitrary government and its
usurpations, as evidenced by the overwhelming purchase of arms, ammunition and other logistical
supplies needed for such efforts. Shamefully, the blood-letting of a civil war or perhaps a revolution has
become a very real threat, thus, I propose a more peaceable approach, laid out, at the end of this
commentary.
FACT: “Qualified Immunity”, has given force and effect, to insurrection and treason and it has even
infected the election process. Here is how it works, Biden and Harris, in order to become candidates for
elected office of President and Vice President, each, had to affirm, pledge or swear to an Oath, to
support, protect and defend the Constitution for the United States of America, against all enemies, both
foreign and domestic. Biden and Harris, both have vacated those Oaths “evidencing they intentionally
affirmed, pledged or swore to false Oaths (felonies)”, too vigorously attack the Constitution with malice,
all throughout their campaign, all of which disqualified both of them, from being on the ballot or holding
any office, for “felony insurrection”, and because they both engaged in insurrection for the same cause ,
it also became “felony treason”, however, they were still on the ballot. Take some time to let the
aforementioned facts sink in, then ask yourself, “why has no one in government done anything
whatsoever about it, much less mention it?” Section 3 (insurrection clause) of the 14th Amendment is
very clear, anyone who violates their Oath “SHALL NOT HOLD OFFICE”. It does not say, shall be
impeached or recalled, thus their arrest is in order, to have them removed. (Emphasis added)
NOTE: When there are two or more actors, to the same insurrection, it becomes treason.
There can be no question; Biden and Harris, are dyed in the wool leftist, who along with their insurgent
component communist forces, tout and openly conspire through unlawful means, to disarm American
civilians, under the guise of, “public safety”, which, I note, is purposely deceiving. If you remember,
civics 101, “it is government, that operates in a public capacity, while the American civilian population,
operates in a private capacity.” The truth is, when any usurper (insurgent) cites “public safety”, as the
reason to disarm the civilian population, “it is actually the safety of those in the government they are
referring too”, for arbitrary government, simply cannot stand long against an armed populace.
Consider; The only reason these leftists want to arbitrarily disarm peaceful Americans, is too usher in
their UNITED SOCIALIST STATES OF AMERIKA (USSA) and they know the lawful means of a Constitutional
Amendment to prohibit gun ownership will never be enacted.
Joe Biden through his sponsorship and voting, is forever linked to, the creation of “gun free zones”, in
which only the law abiding, become victims. This was a purposeful scheme, to create a threat, where
none existed before. Avoidable murders of innocent men, women and children, who were all denied
their natural (to many God given) rights of self-defense, was and is, only for the anti-gun propaganda

that has always ensued under the nefarious Motus Operandi (MO), of the end justifies the means
(emphasis added).
In addition to contacting the U.S. Attorney General and White House and voicing or emailing your
concern about the fact that Biden and Harris, did in fact, disqualify themselves, from being on the ballot,
by violating their Oaths of Office, and demand they be arrested for treason.
You can also support the drive, for a counter insurgency to route those cited in Section 3 (insurrection
clause) of the 14th Amendment, who have violated their Oaths of Office, to engage in insurrection and
treason. I note, “extremism in the defense of the U.S. Constitution, and the duly constituted Republic is
not a vice or crime.”
“Freedom & Liberty is reserved for those who dare”. Do you dare to be free of the voluminous
usurpations, or remain a slave? (WC-752)
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